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Domain Specificity of Oculomotor Learning after Changes in
Sensory Processing
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Humans visually process the world with varying spatial resolution and can program their eye movements optimally to maximize infor-
mation acquisition for a variety of everyday tasks. Diseases such as macular degeneration can change visual sensory processing, intro-
ducing central vision loss (a scotoma). However, humans can learn to direct a new preferred retinal location to regions of interest for
simple visual tasks. Whether such learned compensatory saccades are optimal and generalize to more complex tasks, which require
integrating information across a large area of the visual field, is not well understood. Here, we explore the possible effects of central vision
loss on the optimal saccades during a face identification task, using a gaze-contingent simulated scotoma. We show that a new foveated
ideal observer with a central scotoma correctly predicts that the human optimal point of fixation to identify faces shifts from just below
the eyes to one that is at the tip of the nose and another at the top of the forehead. However, even after 5000 trials, humans of both sexes
surprisingly do not change their initial fixations to adapt to the new optimal fixation points to faces. In contrast, saccades do change for
tasks such as object following and to a lesser extent during search. Our findings argue against a central brain motor-compensatory
mechanism that generalizes across tasks. They instead suggest task specificity in the learning of oculomotor plans in response to changes
in front-end sensory processing and the possibility of separate domain-specific representations of learned oculomotor plans in the brain.
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Introduction
Brain plasticity is an important property of the human nervous
system and is critical for visual, cognitive, and motor develop-
ment as well as for recovery from disease. Eye movements, which
point the high-acuity foveola during exploration of the environ-
ment, are critical for accomplishing evolutionary important tasks
ranging from visual search to face identification. The brain pro-
grams eye movements by taking into account the foveated prop-
erties of the visual system in conjunction with the distribution of

task-relevant information in the environment (Legge et al., 1997,
2002, Najemnik and Geisler, 2005, 2009; Peterson and Eckstein,
2012; Paulun et al., 2015) to maximize the acquisition of infor-
mation during basic perceptual tasks (optimal or near-optimal
oculomotor strategies; Legge et al., 1997, 2002; Najemnik and
Geisler, 2005, 2009; Peterson and Eckstein, 2012). In addition,
the brain can adapt eye movements for changes in the properties
of the visual system due to disease. One such case is the develop-
ment of central vision loss, which can be caused by a number of
diseases (e.g., macular degeneration), and results in the fovea
becoming partially or fully unavailable (scotoma) for visual pro-
cessing (Sunness et al., 1995). Individuals with such impairments
undergo a long adjustment period in which a new preferred ret-
inal locus (PRL) is developed and used in place of the fovea as an
area with a higher quality of processing in the damaged retina
(Walsh and Liu, 2014). Recent studies using a gaze-contingent
simulated scotoma technique (Kwon et al., 2013; Walsh and Liu,
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Significance Statement

The mechanism by which humans adapt eye movements in response to central vision loss is still not well understood and carries
importance for gaining a fundamental understanding of brain plasticity. We show that although humans adapt their eye move-
ments for simpler tasks such as object following and search, these adaptations do not generalize to more complex tasks such as face
identification. We provide the first computational model to predict where humans with central vision loss should direct their eye
movements in face identification tasks, which could become a critical tool in making patient-specific recommendations. Based on
these results, we suggest a novel theory for oculomotor learning: a distributed representation of learned eye-movement plans
represented in domain-specific areas of the brain.
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2014) have shown that humans generalize compensatory eye
movements across visual tasks. Such a finding suggests that a
central mechanism in a visuo-motor area (Kaku et al., 2009)
might mediate the learning of compensatory eye movements,
which can then be applied to all perceptual tasks. However, the
only tasks evaluated were those for which the scotoma completely
covered the visual target. For those tasks, the compensatory eye
movements were rather unambiguous: to uncover the target. The
ability of the brain to generalize compensatory eye movements to
more complex tasks for which the scotoma only partially covers
the stimulus has not been thoroughly studied partly because there
has not been an appropriate method to determine what the opti-
mal compensatory eye movements would be.

One such task, which requires integration of features along
larger spatial regions that include a scotoma and intact areas of
the visual field, is face identification. Humans perform this task
many times a day beginning in infancy and exhibit high levels of
accuracy with even just a single saccade (Hsiao and Cottrell, 2008;
Or et al., 2015). Although some studies have shown that a sco-
toma will influence the overall distribution of fixations for pa-
tients with central vision loss (Seiple et al., 2013), little is known
about the functional contribution of these compensatory eye
movements and whether they develop with time courses similar
to ones for simpler visual tasks.

Here we develop a Bayesian ideal observer that incorporates
properties of the foveated visual system and the central scotoma
[scotoma-foveated ideal observer (S-FIO)] to make predictions
about optimal points of fixation to faces for visual systems with
central vision loss. We use a gaze-contingent simulated scotoma
to ask whether learned compensatory eye movements from sim-
ple tasks (object following and visual search; Kwon et al., 2013)
generalize to more complex face identification tasks. If the com-
pensation for a central scotoma involves an area such as the
brainstem (Kaku et al., 2009), which is able to learn a compensa-
tory motor command and then apply it to all stimuli and tasks,
then we should observe robust generalization and similar learning
time courses of the compensatory eye movements across different
perceptual tasks. On the other hand, no generalization across tasks
might suggest that the learning of eye movements is task specific and
may involve distinct domain-specific brain areas.

Materials and Methods
Human psychophysics studies
Participants
The first experiment was completed with a group of 16 undergraduate
students of either sex, who participated in the study for course credit.
Informed consent was obtained from all subjects and guidelines provided
by the institutional review board of the University of California, Santa
Barbara, were followed. Seven undergraduate students of either sex par-
ticipated in the second experiment. Six undergraduate students of either
sex participated in the third experiment.

Apparatus and materials
MATLAB Psychtoolbox (RRID:SCR_002881) and Eyelinktoolbox soft-
ware were used to run the eyetracker from a display computer as well
present visual stimuli on the display screen. The display used was a Barco
MDRC 1119 Monitor set to a 1280 � 1024 pixel resolution and was
located 76.5 cm away from the observer’s eyes. The display was linearly
calibrated with a minimum luminance of 0.05 cd/m 2 and a maximum
luminance of 126 cd/m 2.

Eye tracking
The left eye of each participant was tracked using an SR Research Eyelink
1000 Tower Mount Eye Tracker (RRID:SCR_009602) sampling at 250
Hz. A nine-point calibration and validation were run before each 125-

trial session, with a mean error of not �0.5° of visual angle. Saccades were
classified as events in which eye velocity was �35° and eye acceleration
exceeded 9500°/s 2. The recommended thresholds by SR Research for
cognitive research are an eye velocity of 30° and an eye acceleration of
8000°/s 2. The minor increase of the velocity and acceleration thresholds
in our parameter settings allowed us to better control the number of
“broken fixations” during the initial fixation stage at the beginning of
every trial before the presentation of the stimulus.

Stimuli
Experiment 1. In this experiment, observers only completed a 1 in 10 face
identification task. Ten face images were taken with constant diffuse
lighting, distance, and camera settings. A Canon digital camera was used.
The digital pixel value was a nonlinear saturating function of luminance
(a standard Canon log-cine transfer function). The images were normal-
ized by scaling and cropping, such that the center of the eyes was 200
pixels below the top of the image and the chin was 10 pixels above the
bottom of the image. The faces were luminance-mean normalized to 63
cd/m 2 and shown to participants at a contrast of 0.14 (rms contrast of
0.152; and 0.3, rms contrast of 0.2) for the practice blocks), where part of
that contrast variation came from added Gaussian white noise with a SD
of 7 cd/m 2 (corresponding to a noise rms contrast of 0.11). In scotoma-
present blocks, the pixel noise was added to the face stimulus before the
simulated scotoma. Participants viewed the face stimuli 46 cm away from
the display, resulting in a square stimulus (face and mask) that subtended
18° (�15° for the part of the face that is not covered with the mask). The
large size of the faces, more typical of conversational distance, was chosen
(1) to allow measurements of larger variations of perceptual performance
with fixation position (for small faces, perceptual performance is less
sensitive to fixation position within the face); (2) to allow more precise
measurements of fixation positions relative to facial features. In addition,
the large faces (10° width, 15° height) have been shown to be the face size
that optimizes face identification (Yang et al., 2014).

Experiment 2. In this experiment, observers completed a 1 in 10 face
identification task and an object-following (and search) task in alternat-
ing blocks. For the face identification task, the same stimuli were used as
in Experiment 1. For the object-following and search tasks, a set of high-
contrast 24 bit RGB color images of 49 indoor scenes (1024 � 768 pixels;
37.88° � 28.42°) and 140 objects (�50 � 30 pixels; 1.85° � 1.11°) were
used. The images were obtained from Kwon et al. (2013) and were used in
that study as stimuli for an object-following and search task, part of which we
reproduced in this experiment. Permission was obtained to use the images.

Experiment 3. Everything was the same as in Experiment 1, except the
face stimuli that were shown on the screen were halved in size to �7.5°
for the part of the face that is not covered with the mask. Importantly, the
size of the scotoma stayed the same and thus covered the entire face.

Procedure
Experiment 1. Observers performed a (1 in 10) face identification task
with 64 total blocks consisting of several different conditions. Each block
consisted of 125 trials. The conditions varied depending on the use of
high or low contrast (0.3 vs 0.14), the presence or absence of the scotoma,
stimulus presentation time, and whether subjects were allowed to freely
make saccades (free-viewing) or were forced to fixate specific locations
(forced fixation). Participants were first run through a series of familiar-
ization/practice blocks during which they could get familiarized with the
faces and the simulated scotoma as well as get accustomed to the long and
short presentation times. Then, experimental blocks were run and were
set up in a way that a scotoma-present free-viewing condition was placed
before and after a forced-fixation condition. This was done to observe a
possible adaptation due to an increase in performance at the new optimal
spot. See Table 1 for a summary of the order of the blocks and the
conditions that they belonged to. The participants were given instruc-
tions to maximize their accuracy in the task by trying to choose the
correct face on each trial. They were also told the order of the conditions
when they got to each one and received instructions on the differences
between them. All 16 observers completed the free viewing blocks before
the forced-fixation conditions. A subset of eight of the observers contin-
ued to complete additional blocks of free viewing after the forced-
fixation conditions.
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Experiment 2. A new set of seven observers of either sex performed
alternating blocks (44 total) of an object-following/search task and a face
identification task with different conditions. All blocks of the face iden-
tification task were free viewing and consisted of 125 trials. The object-
following/search task blocks consisted of 30 trials each. The first eight
blocks (four from each task) were practice blocks. They also served as
control blocks in which participants performed the task without a simu-
lated scotoma. The first two practice blocks of the face identification task
(blocks 2 and 4) had a 1500 ms stimulus presentation time and a contrast
of 0.3. The rest of the face identification blocks had a 350 ms stimulus
presentation time and a contrast of 0.14.

Experiment 3. A new set of seven observers of either sex performed the
same (1 in 10) face identification task as in Experiment 1, except with
faces that are half the size used in Experiment 1. Data from only six of the
seven observers was used, however, because the seventh observer had
significantly lower performance in the task compared with the other
observers. Also, in this experiment, only a free-viewing condition was
tested, resulting in a total of 10 blocks. The first two blocks were in
scotoma-absent conditions used as practice with a high contrast (0.3;
the same as in Experiment 1). Blocks 3 and 4 were in scotoma-absent
conditions with regular contrast. Blocks 5–10 were in scotoma-
present conditions.

Experimental conditions
Experiment 1. During free-viewing blocks, participants started a trial by
pressing the space bar while fixating a cross (0.74° � 0.74°) in one of eight
randomly chosen locations located on average 19° from the center of the
stimulus. During forced-fixation blocks, the cross was located in one of
four locations that corresponded to the forehead, eyes, nose, and mouth
every 5.07° downward, respectively. The cross was displayed for a ran-
dom period of time between 500 and 1500 ms to prevent anticipatory eye
movements. If participants moved their eyes �1° from the center of the
fixation cross before the stimulus was displayed or while the stimulus was
present during the forced-fixation condition, the trial would abort and
restart with a new stimulus. The stimulus was then shown for either 1500
ms in the long condition or 350 ms in the short condition. During
scotoma-present blocks, a simulated (8° in diameter) circular scotoma,
which was centered on the fovea, obstructed the subjects’ view of the face
and moved with each new saccade. Figure 1 shows the stimulated sco-
toma at three different fixation points. The scotoma consists of a local
luminance average of the pixels from the face image behind it, which then
gradually transitions into the face image as it gets further from the center
of the fixation point. The size of the scotoma was based on the size used
in previous simulated-scotoma studies (Kwon et al., 2013; Walsh and
Liu, 2014). We used a slightly smaller scotoma base (8° vs 10°) to account
for the thickness of the blurred edges. See the S-FIO model descrip-
tion in Materials and Methods above for details on the construction of
the simulated scotoma. At the end of each trial, participants had
unlimited time to select with the mouse 1 of 10 faces that were dis-
played on the screen without noise. As soon as a decision was made,
feedback was given by outlining the correct face. Figure 2 shows a time
line of a single trial.

Experiment 2. The face identification blocks were conducted in the
same way as the free-viewing condition in Experiment 1. Trials from the
object-following/search task blocks each consisted of four parts in suc-

cession (Fig. 3). This experimental setup was used in a previous study by
Kwon et al. (2013).

Part 1: object following with gray background. Participants started a trial
by pressing the space bar while fixating a central fixation cross. As in the
face task, the trial was aborted if fixation was not maintained for a pre-
determined period of time. A randomly chosen object was then presented
in place of the fixation cross and was covered with a simulated central
scotoma. The scotoma was simulated and behaved in the same way as for
the face task, except that a local luminance average of the pixels from the
image of the object with a darker gray background (19.69 cd/m 2) was
used so that the scotoma would be visible on the lighter gray background
(34.45 cd/m 2), which is seen in the first and second squares of the time
line in Figure 3. The object then moved to random positions on the
screen three times, but only after being uncovered by the scotoma for
1.5 s after each move. This was done to ensure eccentric fixation. A
threshold of 4° from the center of the scotoma to the center of the object
was chosen to define whether the object was uncovered by the scotoma or
not. After the object had been uncovered for 1.5 s at its last position, the
trial moved on to the second part.

Part 2: scotoma centering. Here, participants centered their gaze in the
middle of the screen so that the simulated scotoma remained inside a
square black box (11.7° width) for 1.5 s (Fig. 3, second square in the time
line). This was done in order for the participant to start a search task with
their gaze centered.

Part 3: search task. Participants performed a yes/no search task with
50% target presence where they had unlimited time to view a cluttered
randomly chosen scene (Fig. 3, third square in the time line) with five
objects and to determine whether one of them was the object that they
followed in the first object-following part of the trial. A simulated
scotoma was created in the same way as in previous experiments. On
target-present trials, one of the objects was the same as in the first object-
following part, while the other four objects were randomly chosen. On
target-absent trials, all five objects were randomly chosen excluding the
one that was present in the first object-following part. A keyboard re-
sponse was given with an “up arrow” for target-present trials and with a
“down arrow” for target-absent trials. After the response, feedback was
immediately given with a green “correct” or a red “incorrect” text cen-
tered on the screen for 1000 ms.

Part 4: object following with cluttered background. Participants per-
formed the same object-following task as in part 1 except that the back-
ground was a cluttered scene and a different random object was used.

Experiment 3. Everything was the same as in the free-viewing part of
Experiment 1, except that only a 1500 ms presentation time was used
throughout this experiment.

Statistical analysis
Experiment 1. Paired t tests were used to compare average fixation loca-
tions and performance between free eye-movement conditions with and
without a scotoma, as well as performance between fixation locations in
the forced-fixation condition. An F test was used to find the effect of the
interaction of stimulus duration with scotoma presence on performance
in the task. The Pearson correlation was also computed for vertical and
horizontal fixation positions between conditions. All comparisons were
within subjects. The false discovery rate (FDR) method (RRID:SCR_009473;
Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) was used for multiple-comparison cor-
rection on the p values. The tests for fixation position and performance
were separated into two groups. However, the difference in fixation po-
sition between the scotoma-absent and scotoma-present condition re-
mained insignificant even without the correction. See the Experiment 1
in Results for full details.

Experiment 2. The bivariate contour ellipse area (Crossland et al.,
2004) was used to quantify the use of peripheral retinal locations in the
faces task and object-following task. Paired t tests were used to compare
differences in this measure across tasks within subjects. Paired t tests were
also used to compare distances of average fixations from the preferred
point of fixation in each of the three tasks (face identification, object
following, and search) as well as to separately compare three more met-
rics of a change in eye movement strategy specifically in the search task.

Table 1. Experiment design

Blocks
Scotoma
presence Viewing condition Timing

Practice blocks 1– 4 Absent Free viewing,
high contrast

1500 ms

5–12 Absent Free viewing Alternating 1500 ms, 350 ms
13–28 Present Free viewing Alternating 1500 ms, 350 ms

Experimental blocks 29 –36 Present Free viewing Alternating 1500 ms, 350 ms
37– 44 Absent Free viewing Alternating 1500 ms, 350 ms
45–56 Present Forced fixation 350 ms
57– 64 Present Free viewing Alternating 1500 ms, 350 ms
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The FDR method (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995) was used for
multiple-comparison correction.

One main result for this article is a lack of a significant effect in the first
fixation position between the scotoma-absent and scotoma-present con-
ditions for a face identification task. This result remained insignificant
even without the multiple-comparison condition (FDR) correction.

Experiment 3. Paired t tests were used to compare average fixation
locations and performance between free eye-movement conditions with
and without a scotoma. The Pearson correlation was also computed for
vertical and horizontal fixation positions between conditions. All com-
parisons were within subjects. See Experiment 3 in Results for full details.

S-FIO model
A spatially variant contrast sensitivity function (SVCSF) was used to
model the degradation of the quality of information obtained in the

periphery of a foveated visual system (Peterson and Eckstein, 2012), as
follows:

SVCSF� f, r, �� � c0 f a0 exp��b0 f � d0���rn0 f �, (1.1)

where f is spatial frequency in cycles per degree of visual angle. The terms
a0, b0, and c0 were chosen constants set to 1.2, 0.3, and 0.625, respectively,
to set the maximum contrast at 1 and the peak at 4 cycles/° of visual angle
at fixation. The polar coordinates r and � specify the distance in visual
angle and direction from fixation. d0 specifies the eccentricity factor as a
function of direction, which represents how quickly information is de-
graded in the periphery. n0 specifies the steep eccentricity roll-off factor.
In the model simulations, different parameters are used for directions, d0:
for the vertical up, du; for the vertical down, dd; and for horizontal, dh.
The parameters du, dd, dh, and n0 are fit with the FIO model to match

Figure 1. Three different fixations are shown at different parts of the face. A gaze-contingent scotoma is centered on each fixation position and moves with each saccade. The images are shown
in high contrast here, the same contrast that was used in the first four practice blocks.

Figure 2. Trial time line. In the free-viewing condition, observers made saccades to the centrally presented face from a fixation cross in one of eight randomly chosen locations. Stimulus
presentation times of 1500 and 350 ms were used in alternating blocks for the free-viewing condition. In the forced-fixation condition, observers fixated one of four locations (corresponding to the
top of the forehead, the eyes, the nose, and the chin). A stimulus presentation time of 350 ms was used for the forced-fixation condition. Here the stimulus is shown with a scotoma centered on
the face, corresponding to a central fixation location around the nose region. At the end of each trial, participants had unlimited time to select with the mouse 1 of 10 faces that were displayed on
the screen without noise. As soon as a decision was made, feedback was given by outlining the correct face.
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human performance (proportion correct) as a function of fixation posi-
tion (five different fixations down the vertical midline of the face) of a
face identification task with the same stimuli, viewing distance, and mon-
itor calibration as in the main experiments of the present article. The data
were obtained from a set of 20 different observers who did not participate
in the main experiments of the study. Each observer participated in 110
trials per fixation. The values used for parameters du, dd, dh, and n0,
respectively, are 3E-6, 1.5E-6, 5E-5, and 5.2. The Akaike information
criterion (AIC; Akaike, 1974), which takes into account the variance for
each data point, is used as a distance measure. See Figure 4 for the fit. The
same parameters are used for the S-FIO, except for the internal noise
parameter, which shifts the performance curve downward or upward but
does not significantly alter the shape of the curve and the relative rank
order of accuracies across fixation points. The circular plots between a

and b in Figure 5 show examples of 2D contrast sensitivity functions at
two different locations with respect to the fixation position. Contrast
sensitivity functions that correspond to the center of fixation preserve the
higher spatial frequencies (Fig. 5, higher contrast in red in the plots),
while contrast sensitivity functions that are far from the fixation position
act as low-pass filters and mostly leave the low spatial frequencies (Fig. 5,
low contrast in blue in the plots).

Here, we run a face identification task with a set of 10 front-view face
images that are normalized for the position of the eyes and chin as well as
for contrast (see the Stimuli subsection of Human psychophysics studies
above for details). For a given fixation point, k, all of the face images
�f1, . . ., f10} are updated with a simulated scotoma centered at that fixa-
tion point resulting in a set of fixation-dependent templates, �s1, . . ., s10}.
The simulated scotoma is created by first low-pass filtering fi (where i

Figure 3. Trial time line for the object-following/search task trials. A trial was divided into four parts. In the first part, a small object (seen here in the center right of the lowest panel) moved to
four different locations on the screen while participants tried to get an adequate look at the object in order to do a search task with the same object later in the trial. In the second part, participants
centered the scotoma on the screen in order to provide the same starting point for the search task on every trial. The trial did not continue to the search task until the scotoma was centered within
the square for 1.5 s. In the third part, participants did a yes/no search task for the object from the first part of the trial. In the fourth part, a different small object moved to four different locations with
a cluttered background.

Figure 4. Human performance (proportion correct) in a forced-fixation face identification experiment is used to fit the FIO model. Here participants are forced to fixate on one of five positions
down the vertical midline of the face that cover regions from the top of the forehead to the chin. The FIO performance curve is then fit to these points using the AIC as a distance measure. All of the
parameters from this fit, except the internal noise parameter, are used to run the S-FIO model. The internal noise parameter shifts the performance curve for the FIO and S-FIO up or down but does
not change the qualitative results (i.e., the relative levels of performance for the different positions down the midline of the face).
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represents 1 of 10 faces) with a Gaussian kernel with a side length of 4° of
visual angle and an SD of 3.7°, resulting in a blurred image, bi. An
element-by-element weighted sum at each pixel of the original image, fi,
and the blurred image, bi, is then computed. The weights are taken from
a weights matrix, wk, which is found by placing a circular area, 8° in
diameter, centered at fixation point k, with values of 1 that is surrounded
by values of 0 and then filtering it with a square Gaussian kernel, sized
8° with an SD of 1°. The weights are then used in the following way to
create si,k:

si,k � fi � wk � bi � �1 � wk�. (1.2)

This results in a set of templates that consists of the combination of the
original set of face images with a scotoma, centered at fixation point k
(Fig. 5b, example of a face image with a superimposed scotoma at two
different fixation positions). The scotoma itself consists of a local average
of the original images and has blurred edges. In the experiment, the
scotoma is created in the same way and with the same parameters, except
MATLAB Psychtoolbox automatically displays a weighted sum of images
based on transparency values that act as weights. See Figure 1 for an
example of what the scotoma looks like in Psychtoolbox.

The only difference between the FIO and the S-FIO is that in the
S-FIO, the templates (as well as the signals created from the templates)
contain a fixation-dependent scotoma inserted into the face image rather
than a fixation-independent face image. On each trial of the simulation,
the same contrast and additive white noise that was used for humans is
then added to a chosen template, i, before being linearly filtered with the
SVCSF and corrupted with additional internal white noise to become the
input data, gk, to the ideal observer, as follows:

gk � Ek �si,k � nex) � nin, (1.3)

where nex is the external Gaussian white noise, nin is the internal Gauss-
ian white noise, and Ek is the linear operator that simulates the fixation-
dependent foveation of the input. Ek describes a set of filtering
operations, followed by extraction and recombining parts of the filtered
noisy templates in the following way: here, for ease of notation we will
describe Ek as it acts on a random noise-free template, si,k, rather than a
signal with noise present. However, the computations are the same for a
chosen template with added noise. Each combination of eccentricity (r)
and direction (�) from fixation defines its own CSF. The complete set of
CSFs can be described in one equation, which we refer to as the SVCSF,
where r and � remain variables. Due to computational constraints, each
image is divided into small bins with a single CSF assigned to each bin.
The template, si,k, is separately filtered 480 times (30 eccentricities and 16
directions) corresponding to the different CSF functions (and bins) to
produce a set of noisy filtered signals. Figure 5a shows an example of two
fixations (one at the eyes, and another at the nose) where each face image
is conceptually divided into the 480 bins that correspond to different CSF
functions relative to the fixation position. Each signal is filtered by taking
its fast Fourier transform (FFT), multiplying it on an element by element
basis with the corresponding contrast sensitivity function, CSFb, and
then transforming it back into the spatial domain using the inverse FFT,
resulting in a noisy filtered image, si,k,b, where b represents the spatial
parameters that correspond to bin b (Fig. 5b,c, examples of filtered im-
ages corresponding to two different CSFs are shown between panels):

si,k,b � IFFT�FFT�si,k � CSFb��. (1.4)

Figure 5. A summary of the process of the computations in the S-FIO for two fixations. The top panels show a fixation point that is below the eyes, which is optimal without a scotoma, but
suboptimal in the presence of a scotoma. The bottom panels show a fixation that is at the tip of the nose, which is one of two optimal points in the presence of a scotoma. A–C, The filtering operation
for a noiseless template. A, A face image is conceptually divided into bins that correspond to specific CSFs as a function of retinal eccentricity. Contrast sensitivity functions that correspond to the
center of fixation preserve the higher spatial frequencies (seen as a higher contrast in red in the CSF plots), while contrast sensitivity functions that are far from the fixation position act as low-pass
filters and mostly leave the low spatial frequencies (seen as a low-contrast blue in the CSF plots). B, The image is transformed into the frequency domain, filtered separately by each possible CSF (here
only two are shown), and then transformed back into the spatial domain, resulting in a set of differently filtered images corresponding to each bin. C, Corresponding bins are then extracted from the
filtered images and input into a composite image that simulates foveation. The procedures in A–C are then repeated for each of the rest of the noiseless face images, as well as for the noisy input to
the model on a particular trial. A set of response variables are then calculated, from which a set of likelihoods is found of each face given the noisy image input. D, A decision of which face was shown
is made by taking the maximum likelihood. Across many trials, a set of proportion correct (PC) values is found, one for each fixation point, and then combined into a heatmap. iFFT, Inverse FFT.
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A composite foveated image, s̃i,k, is then formed by extracting the regions
of each s̃i,k,b image for the corresponding angle and eccentricity and
placing them into s̃i,k (Fig. 5c).

Due to the foveation procedure using the Ek operator, spatial correla-
tions are formed on the additive white noise field. In general, it is optimal
(maximizes decision accuracy) to use templates that undo the spatial
correlation through a process known as prewhitening (Barrett et al.,
1993; Burgess, 1994; Eckstein et al., 2000). When using the prewhitening
process, correlations are usually corrected by applying various trans-
formations or incorporated into the templates. However, when mod-
eling humans, a common model used is one in which the observer
uses templates that match the filtering operations of the visual system
(Burgess, 1994; Zhang et al., 2004; Peterson and Eckstein, 2012).
This modeling approach is known as non-prewhitening with an eye
filter and uses templates that match each possible signal with the
filtering by the human visual system. Given the template responses,
�r1,f,k, . . ., r10,f,k�, we can find the covariance matrix relating them. This is
done by first filtering both the original face template, si,k, and the input
signal plus noise, sf,k 	 nex, and then taking the dot product between
them as follows:

rf,k � �r1,f,k, . . ., r10,f,k�

� ��Eks1,k�
T �Ek�sf,k � nex) � nin), . . .,(Eks10,k�

T �Ek�sf,k � nex) � nin)}

� {Eks1,k, . . ., Eks10,k�
T �Ek�sf,k � nex) � nin). (1.5)

Using the Bayes rule, the S-FIO finds a set of posterior probabilities, one
for each hypothesis that face f was shown, Hf , given a set of responses rf,k.
The maximum posterior probability is then chosen as follows:

decision � argmax
f

�P�Hf � rf,k��. (1.6)

Since there is an equal chance of each face being shown, the prior prob-
abilities, P(Hf), are uniform and the calculation of the posterior,
P�Hf � rf,k�, is reduced to finding the likelihood, P�rf,k �Hf�, of the set of
responses, given the presence of each face, f, and the observer’s fixation at
spatial location, k, as follows:

P�Hf � rf,k� �
P�rf,k �Hf�P�Hf�

P�rf,k�

 P�rf,k �Hf� � lf,k. (1.7)

Calculating the likelihood requires knowing the statistical distribution
(means, variances, and covariances) of the template response (rf,k). Not-
ing that Ek is a linear operator, we will write the distribution of the
response, ri,f,k, of the template, i, given face, f, using simpler notation. We
will denote a single-filtered template, si,k, as ṡi,k and a double-filtered

template as s�i,k:

ri,f,k � �Eksi,k�
T �Ek�sf,k � nex))

� (Ek
2si,k�

T�sf,k � nex) � (Eksf,k�
Tnin

� s�i,k
T sf,k � s�i,k

T nex � ṡf,k
T nin. (1.8)

By using zero mean white noise, we are able to write a simple one-term
expression for the mean of the ri,f,k distribution, as follows:

�i,f,k � E�ri,f,k�

� E�s�i,k
T sf,k � s�i,k

T nex � ṡf,k
T nin�

� E�s�i,k
T sf,k� � E�s�i,k

T nex� � E�ṡf,k
T nin� � s�i,k

T sf,k, (1.9)

where E�•� is the expectation operator. The mean of rf,k when face f is
chosen is then the vector �f,k � ��1,f,k, . . ., �10,f,k�. We are now able to
find the covariance between each set of ith and jth responses that is
independent of the presented face f as follows:

�i, j,k � cov�ri,f,k, rj,f,k�

� E��ri,f,k � E�ri,f,k�� �rj,f,k � E�rj,f,k���

� E��s�i,k

T
sf,k � s�i,k

T nex � ṡf,k
T nin � s�i,k

T sf,k�

�s�j,k
T sf,k � s�j,k

T nex � ṡf,k
T nin � s�j,k

T sf,k��

� s�i,k
T s�j,kE�nex

2 � � (s�i,k
T ṡj,k � ṡi,k

T s�j,k�E�nex
T nin� � ṡi,k

T ṡj,kE�nin
2 �.

(1.10)

Using the property of the expectation of independent random variables,
E[XY]  E[X]E[Y], and the fact that E[nex] and E[nin] and are both equal
to zero, we reduce the middle expression in Equation 1.10 as follows:

�s�i,k
T ṡj,k � ṡi,k

T s�j,k�E�nex
T nin� � 0. (1.11)

Then, using the property Var( X)  E[X 2] � (E[X]) 2, we reduce the first
term in Equation 10, as follows:

s�i,k
T s�j,kE�nex

2 � � s�i,k
T s�j,k�Var(nex) � �E�nex�)

2)

� �ex
2 s�i,k

T s�j,k, (1.12)

where �ex
2 is the variance chosen for the external noise. Similarly, the third

term in Equation 1.10 is reduced as follows:

ṡi,k
T ṡj,kE�nin

2 � � ṡi,k
T ṡj,k(Var�nin) � (E�nin�)

2)

� �in
2 ṡi,k

T ṡj,k. (1.13)

This results in a simple expression for the covariance that consists of
double-filtered templates, single-filtered templates, and the variances for
the external and internal noise as follows:

�i, j,k � �ex

2
s�i,k

T s�j,k � �in
2 ṡi,k

T ṡj,k. (1.14)

Due to the use of Gaussian external noise, the response vector rf,k for a
trial, given that a face f comes from a multivariate normal distribution for
which we know the mean and covariance matrix, as follows:

rf,k � MVN��f,k,�k�. (1.15)

Knowing rf,k, �f,k, and �k allows us to find the likelihood lf,k of the
responses using the multivariate Gaussian probability density function,
as follows:

lf,k � exp��
1

2
�rf,k � �f,k�

T�k

�1
�rf,k � �f,k��. (1.16)

The normalizing factor is left out because it is just a scaling factor that is
unnecessary for comparing the likelihoods.

Here, we run a simulation with 100,000 trials. Due to computational
constraints, we only run the simulation for fixations corresponding to
every 10th pixel, which results in a 50 � 50 performance map. This map
is then resized using bilinear interpolation to a 500 � 500 pixel perfor-
mance map to match the size of the face images (Fig. 5d).

Bayesian ideal observer
In addition to running an S-FIO and FIO, we also run a standard ideal
observer model, which uses image information to achieve the highest
possible performance and does not simulate the foveation of the visual
system. In contrast with Equation 1.3, the data, g, is now the sum of a
random (1 of 10) face template, si, and external noise, nex, as follows:

g � si � nex. (2.1)

The ideal observer does not have any sources of suboptimality such as
internal noise or filtering operations on the face template, si, that models
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foveation or a scotoma. Using the Bayes rule, the ideal observer finds a set
of posterior probabilities, one for each hypothesis, Hf , that face, f, was
shown, given the image data, g. The maximum posterior probability is
then chosen as follows:

decision � argmax
f

(P(Hf � g)). (2.2)

Since there is an equal chance of each face being shown, the prior prob-
abilities, P(Hf), are uniform, and the calculation of the posterior, P(Hf � g), is
reduced to finding the likelihood, P(g � Hf), of the image data, g, given the
presence of each face, f, as follows:

P�Hf � g� �
P�g �Hf�P�Hf�

P�g�

 P�g �Hf� � lf. (2.3)

On each trial, independent Gaussian noise, �ex, is added to each pixel, si,p,
of a random face template, si, where p indexes 1 to n (500 2) pixels in the
500 � 500 image, resulting in a noisy image, g. At the pixel level, the
likelihood, lf,p, of an individual pixel, gp, of the data coming from pixel,
sf,p, in face template, f, is as follows:

lf,p �
1

�2��ex
2

exp��
�gp � sf,p�

2

2�ex
2 �. (2.4)

As a result of the statistical independence of the image noise, the likeli-
hood, lf, of the data, g, given the presence of the f th face can be written as
a product of the likelihoods of individual pixels, which reduces to a
simpler expression involving the original signal template, sf , the image
data, g, and the external noise SD, �ex, as follows:

P�g �Hf� � P�g1, . . ., gn �Hf� � �
p

P�gp �Hf�

� �
p

1

�2��ex
2

exp ��
�gp � sf,p�

2

2�ex
2 � 
 �

p

exp � � gp
2 � 2gpsf,p � sf,p

2

2�ex
2 �

lf 
exp � � gTg � 2gTsf � sf
Tsf

2�ex
2 � 
 exp �2gTsf � sf

Tsf

2�ex
2 �. (2.5)

Efficiency calculation
It is often useful to assess how well a human performs relative to the
upper bound of performance by calculating the absolute efficiency. This
is calculated by taking the squared contrast thresholds of humans relative
to the ideal observer to achieve a given performance (e.g., experimental
accuracy achieved by the human observer; Barlow, 1980; Burgess et al.,
1981; Tjan et al., 1995; Pelli et al., 2006).

Efficiency �
Cideal

2

Chuman
2 . (2.6)

For example, if comparing the efficiency between a human observer and
an ideal observer, an ideal observer requires much lower signal contrast,
Cideal, than humans, Chuman, to match the experimentally measured hu-
man performance.

In addition, the relative efficiency of the human observer relative to the
FIO (Peterson and Eckstein, 2014) and S-FIO is similarly defined, as
follows:

Efficiency �
CFIO

2

Chuman
2 , (2.7)

where CFIO is replaced by CS-FIO for doing the calculation relative to the
S-FIO.

Results
S-FIO predicts new optimal point of fixation
We first evaluated the theoretical predictions for an optimal
point of fixation for an S-FIO model, which took into account the
foveated nature of the visual system and the presence of the cen-

tral scotoma. The model incorporated a spatially variant filtering
of the visual input and integrated the information in face images
optimally to compute posterior probabilities and make trial-to-
trial decisions about the identity of the face presented (Fig. 5;
Materials and Methods for mathematical details). The parame-
ters for the eccentricity-dependent contrast sensitivity function
of the S-FIO were obtained by fitting the standard FIO model (no
scotoma) to an independent dataset of 20 different observers
participating in a forced-fixation experiment with no simulated
scotoma (see Materials and Methods; Fig. 4). Figure 6a shows the
S-FIO predictions for identification accuracy as a function of
point of fixation. For comparison, we also show the model pre-
dictions for the FIO without the scotoma. The internal noise,
which was modeled as an additive random Gaussian variable
added to the decision variables, was adjusted so that the peak
performances are comparable for the FIO and S-FIO in Figure 6a.
The results show that the presence of the central scotoma alters
the original theoretical optimal point of fixation (just below the
eyes), which now leads to the lowest performance of the four
experimentally evaluated points of fixation. The fixation points
with the highest S-FIO predicted accuracy were at the forehead
and nose. The S-FIO makes a strong prediction of how human
identification performance and eye movements might change
with the simulated central scotoma and generalizes across a large
range of internal noise values.

Experiment 1: human perceptual performance and eye
movements with simulated central scotoma
A group of 16 observers participated in a face identification task
with conditions that evaluated whether the simulated scotoma
altered the human initial preferred point of fixation as well as
identification performance as a function of fixation position.
These conditions were counterbalanced through 64 blocks (125
trials/block) to avoid confounding learning effects and to deter-
mine consistency in preferred points of fixation. See Figure 2 for
a task time line.

Scotoma-absent, free-viewing
In the first condition of the experimental blocks, participants
viewed faces without a scotoma and were able to make free eye
movements. Two different stimulus presentation times were used
in separate blocks. We used a short presentation time of 350 ms to
assess a preferred fixation location for a single saccade. We then
used a longer presentation time of 1500 ms, which allowed for
several saccades, to determine whether the expected stimulus
presentation time would change the initial fixation strategy. We
found no effect of presentation time on first fixation position
(F(1,42)  0.023, p  0.879). However, there was an increase in
performance with the longer viewing duration since more infor-
mation was gathered in additional saccades (Fig. 6b). On their
first saccade, all of the observers tended to fixate a region slightly
below the eyes, which is consistent with the previous results from
Peterson and Eckstein (2012), showing that this behavior is ob-
served in �90% of subjects. There was also no observed signifi-
cant difference between the mean fixation position across the
scotoma-absent blocks and the theoretical optimal point of fixa-
tion for the FIO (t(15)  0.262, p  0.797, two-tailed), with an
average magnitude difference of 0.08°.

Scotoma-present, free-viewing before forced-fixation study
In the second condition, the same experimental setup was used
except that a gaze-contingent simulated circular scotoma 8° in diam-
eter was centered on the fovea during the stimulus presentation pe-
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Figure 6. a, Comparison between the 2D performance (proportion correct) maps of an FIO and an S-FIO. The S-FIO shows two new optimal points of fixation (one at the tip of the nose and the
other at the top of the forehead) and decreased performance between the eyes and nose, which is the original optimal point for the FIO. Observers’ average fixation positions from free-viewing tasks
with and without a scotoma, respectively, are overlaid to compare model predictions to observers’ behavior. b, A comparison of average performance during scotoma-absent and scotoma-present
conditions with two different viewing durations is shown. There is an overall decrease in performance for the shorter stimulus duration and a larger performance difference between the
scotoma-absent and scotoma-present conditions when compared with the longer stimulus duration. c, The progression of average vertical fixation locations for the face identification task across
blocks is shown. The scotoma is introduced at block 13, where the shaded region starts. The average fixation position when the scotoma is present remains far from the theoretical optimal points
found from the S-FIO, shown as green lines. Instead, the fixations for all conditions remain close to the theoretical optimal point found from the FIO, shown in yellow. d, The high correlation between
average vertical fixation locations in degrees (deg) below the eyes during scotoma-absent vs scotoma-present blocks is shown. e, Individual initial fixations for each observer are shown along with
a block average (red) for the last block of the scotoma-absent condition and last block of the scotoma-present condition. The fixations for each observer represent a unimodal distribution rather than
a bimodal one in both the scotoma-absent and scotoma-present conditions. Here, the pixel average of the 10 faces that were used in the experiment is used as the face in the background. f, The
progression of average distance away from observers’ preferred point of fixation for the free-viewing task is shown. Obs, Observer.
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riod. The scotoma consisted of a local average of the face image
behind it and contained gradually fading blurred edges (for fur-
ther details, see the description of the S-FIO model in Materials
and Methods).

Effects on perceptual performance. The presence of the scotoma
led to a significant decrease in performance in both the short 350
ms duration (t(15)  7.124, p  3.48e-6, one-tailed) and the long
1500 ms duration (t(15)  6.84, p  5.56e-6, one-tailed). There
was also a significant interaction of stimulus duration with sco-
toma presence (F(1,42)  15.37, p  3.2e-4). Figure 6b shows that
the absolute difference was smaller in the long duration (5% vs
9% difference in proportion correct). This may be explained by
the fact that there is enough time to gather information from
multiple saccades, which helps to decrease the detrimental effects
of the scotoma. Even with a single fixation to a spot that is now
suboptimal, the performance in this task is far above the chance
performance of 10%. This may be explained by the fact that par-
ticipants had lots of training with the same 10 faces and are able to
use less prominent features of the face, like the mouth and chin.

A confusion matrix averaged across observers was calculated
for each presentation time and showed that, although there was
some variability in performance for different faces, even the
lowest-scoring face (37% correct for one of the faces in the
scotoma-present, 350 ms condition) was a far above chance per-
formance. The confusion matrices for individual subjects were
also analyzed with statistical comparisons (using a multinomial
likelihood ratio test; Williams, 1976). For each participant, the
confusion matrix for the scotoma-absent conditions was com-
pared with the scotoma-present condition for each stimulus pre-
sentation time (1.5 and 0.35 s) separately. The diagonal terms of
each confusion matrix were taken out, and the remaining entries
were renormalized so that the comparison would be focused on
possible differences between the confusion of certain faces with
other faces rather than an overall difference in performance. No
statistical significance was found in the confusion matrices in the
scotoma-absent versus the scotoma-present conditions for either
presentation time in all but one of the participants (only for the
0.35 s presentation time).

We also calculated the efficiency (see Materials and Methods)
of the average of human observers in the 350 ms scotoma-absent
and 350 ms scotoma-present free-viewing conditions compared
with three different model observers; an ideal observer without
foveation or a scotoma, an FIO without a scotoma, and an S-FIO.
For the FIO and S-FIO, the fixation position used to calculate
performance was taken from an average of the human preferred
fixation points. In addition, the internal noise parameter in the
FIO and S-FIO was set to zero to have a more accurate compari-
son with the ideal observer. For each model observer (ideal
observer, FIO, and S-FIO), the efficiency was higher in the
scotoma-absent condition (0.0018, 0.0036, and 0.0109, respec-
tively) versus the scotoma-present condition (0.0014, 0.0026, and
0.0078, respectively), suggesting some degradation in the human
ability to integrate information across facial features with the
scotoma. Within each condition, the efficiency values increased
from the ideal observer to the FIO and then to the S-FIO. This
occurred because human performance became better relative to
models with additional components that limit performance. The
ideal observer was only limited by external noise. However, the
foveation in the FIO added a source of suboptimality with
the filtering operations across the visual field.. The S-FIO had an
additional source of suboptimality due to the presence of the
scotoma, which decreased performance even further relative to
the FIO.

Effects on first fixation. The results show that observers’ initial
point of fixation to faces with the scotoma differed significantly
from that predicted by the S-FIO (Fig. 6a). Furthermore, we did
not observe a significant difference in the initial point of fixation
to faces with the inclusion of a scotoma (scotoma-absent, free-
viewing vs scotoma-present, free-viewing before forced-fixation
(t(15)  1.54, p  0.266, two-tailed for the vertical spatial posi-
tion; Fig. 6c; and t(15)  1.285, p  0.218, two-tailed for the
horizontal position) even after 3000 trials. Figure 6d also shows
this in the form of a strong correlation (r 2  0.86) in the vertical
position. The mean of the scotoma-present initial fixations did
not reflect a bimodal distribution around the forehead and nose,
but instead the individual fixations were clustered around the
mean initial point of fixation (Fig. 6e, fixation distributions for
each observer). There was also no observed significant difference
between the mean fixation position across the scotoma-present
blocks and the theoretical optimal point of fixation for the FIO
(t(15)  1.65, p  0.12, two-tailed, with an average magnitude
difference of 0.48°; Fig. 6f).

Scotoma-present, forced-fixation
The free-viewing study showed no effect of the scotoma on the
initial fixation position and also showed a discrepancy between
the location where observers initially fixated (just below the eyes)
and the theoretical prediction of the S-FIO (forehead or nose).
This discrepancy with the S-FIO model might suggest an inability
of humans to learn the new optimal points of fixation. However,
it may also reflect that the S-FIO model prediction is simply
wrong. In this view, the optimal strategy with the scotoma still
remains to fixate just below the eyes, but the S-FIO simply incor-
rectly predicts a new optimal point of fixation. To test this possi-
bility, in a third condition we assessed whether there was a
difference in identification accuracy with a simulated scotoma at
four different points of fixation (approximately corresponding to
the forehead, eyes, tip of the nose, and mouth) by forcing observ-
ers to fixate each position during the duration of the trial using
only the 350 ms presentation time (with feedback). We found
that there was a general agreement with the S-FIO and a signifi-
cant increase in performance when observers were forced to fix-
ate the nose versus the eyes (t(7)  4.309, p  0.004, one-tailed;
68% vs 52%) as well as the forehead versus the eyes (t(7)  3.023,
p  0.02, one-tailed; 65% vs 52%).

Comparison of Forced-fixation human data to S-FIO model
To quantitatively compare how human and S-FIO performance
varied with fixation position, we varied the internal noise in the
S-FIO model to degrade its performance to fit the human data
(minimize the AIC; Akaike, 1974). All parameters related to the
contrast sensitivity function remained the same as in Figure 4
based on fitting an independent set of observers participating in a
forced-fixation study with no scotoma (see Materials and Meth-
ods). The continuous line in Figure 7a shows the predicted model
performance of S-FIO, which successfully predicts the effect of
the scotoma on the accuracy of the various points of fixation.
Note that the level of internal noise shifted the curve downward
or upward but did not significantly alter the shape of the curve
and the relative rank order of accuracies across fixation points.
These results suggest that the lack of change in human initial
points of fixation with a scotoma reflects suboptimal oculomotor
learning.

Scotoma-present free viewing after forced fixation
We repeated the scotoma-present, free-viewing condition to de-
termine whether subjects would adapt their fixation strategy after
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being exposed to a significant increase in performance at another
location (with trial feedback about correct decision). We found
that subjects retained their initial preferred fixation positions
(scotoma-absent, free-viewing condition vs current condition;

t(7)  1.74 p  0.126, two tailed for the vertical position; and
t(7)  0.403, p  0.699, two tailed for the horizontal position) as
seen in Figure 7b. Figure 7c also shows this in the form of a strong
correlation (r 2  0.92) in the vertical position and horizontal

Figure 7. a, Plot of human performance while being forced to fixate at different points down the vertical mid-line of the face from the top of the forehead to the chin. Chance performance is at
0.1. The S-FIO model is fit using parameters from the FIO model, with only the level of noise being adjusted. The black bar shows 1 SD surrounding the average of observers’ preferred point of fixation
during the free-viewing scotoma-present post-forced-fixation condition. b, The progression of average vertical fixation locations for the face identification task, including data collected after the
forced-fixation condition is shown. The scotoma is present in the shaded regions of the plot. c, The high correlation in vertical distance of degrees (deg) below the eyes between the scotoma-present
conditions before forced fixation and the scotoma-present condition after forced fixation is shown.
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position (r 2  0.62) of fixation points in the scotoma-absent,
free-viewing condition versus the post-forced fixation, scotoma-
present, free-viewing condition.

Experiment 2: comparison of influence of simulated scotoma
in face versus object-following/search tasks
In Experiment 1, we found that, even though the optimal point of
fixation of humans (and the S-FIO) was altered by the presence of
a simulated scotoma, observers did not compensate in their ini-
tial eye movements and kept directing their fovea toward their
initial preferred point of fixation. To assess whether this inflexi-
bility in eye movements is unique to the face identification task, a
different set of observers in Experiment 2 alternated between the
face identification task and two other tasks (the object-following
and search tasks; Kwon et al., 2013) that have previously been
shown to modify eye movement strategies in the presence of a
simulated scotoma. See Figure 3 for a task time line. We com-
pared changes in preferred fixation in the two tasks simultane-
ously by running them in alternating blocks (22 blocks each; 125
trials/block for the face task; 30 trials/block for the object-
following and search tasks) and observing changes in eye move-
ments. In the object-following task, participants followed a small
random object around the screen as it moved to several different
locations. In the search task, participants searched for the pres-
ence of a specific small object in an array of other small objects
with a cluttered background and responded with a yes/no re-
sponse.

Figure 8, a and b, shows retinal field plots that represent the
locations on the retina that are used for fixating the preferred
initial fixation location on the stimuli. This preferred stimulus
location for each individual observer is used as the center refer-
ence point for the retinal field plots and was found from the
control (no-scotoma) blocks. For the object-following subtask
(Fig. 8a), the preferred stimuli location was an average of the
fixation locations to objects (averaged across blocks and objects)
in the object-following no-scotoma blocks (e.g., some observers
may consistently look a little to the right of the object center,
while others look a little below the object center). For the face task
(Fig. 8b), the preferred location was an average of the fixation
locations to faces in the no-scotoma blocks. Figure 8a shows a
higher use of peripheral parts of the retina after the introduction
of a simulated scotoma compared with control blocks. A measure
of the bivariate contour ellipse area (Crossland et al., 2004) was
used to quantify the use of peripheral locations to process task-
relevant visual information. We found an increase in the contour
ellipse area for the object-following task (t(6)  8.94, p � 0.001).
For the face task, Figure 8b shows no change in the contour ellipse
area (t(6)  0.98, p  0.36), in agreement with Experiment 1,
suggesting no change in eye movements for the face task when the
simulated scotoma is introduced.

Figure 8c further shows that observers’ fixation positions re-
main consistent (close to the identity line on the plot) between
the no-scotoma and scotoma blocks in the face task (t(6)  1.22;
p  0.27), while this consistency is not seen in the object-
following subtask (t(6)  4.32; p � 0.01). In the face task, the fixed
reference point to measure the fixation locations was the position
of the eyes, while in the object-following subtask the chosen ref-
erence point was the center of the object.

We also measured the increase in overall distance away from
the initial preferred fixation point (Fig. 8d), which was the same
reference point as used in the retinal field plots (Fig. 8a,b) and was
taken from an average of the fixations in the control (no-
scotoma) blocks, as explained above. As shown in the first exper-

iment, observers retained their preferred fixation positions to
faces in the presence of a simulated scotoma when compared with
control blocks as measured in fixation distance to the preferred
point (t(6)  1.4, p  0.21; Fig. 8d). However, in the object-
following subtask the fixation distance to the preferred point of
fixation to an object increased (t(6)  20.98, p  7.6e-7), suggest-
ing that observers developed a peripheral viewing strategy after
the simulated scotoma was introduced.

We also found evidence of a change of eye movement strategy
for the search task. Both the number of eye movements (Fig. 8e)
and search times (Fig. 8f) to find the target first increased with the
introduction of the scotoma but then decreased with practice
similarly as found by Kwon et al. (2013). Analyzing the influence
of the scotoma on the actual retinal locations used to scrutinize
the multiobject search task is problematic because observers of-
ten fixate in between objects increasing average distances of the
fovea to the center of objects including the target (Fig. 8e). How-
ever, we still calculated a few metrics that suggested a change in
eye movement strategy (not reported in Kwon et al., 2013). The
average distance to the preferred point of fixation (the center of
the target object in target-present trials) in the search subtask
increased with the presence of the scotoma (t(6)  7.76, p 
2.4e-4), suggesting compensatory eye movements. In addition,
the distance of the closest saccade in a trial to the target object also
increased (t(7)  5.16, p  2.1e-3) as well as the distance of every
object center in both target-present and target-absent trials to its
closest saccade (t(7)  4.39, p  4.58e-3). Together, the results
suggest a dissociation in the observers’ compensatory eye move-
ments for faces versus other tasks (object-following and search
tasks) in the presence of a simulated scotoma.

Experiment 3: human perceptual performance and eye
movements with simulated central scotoma and small faces
One interpretation of the results in Experiment 2 is that there is a
dissociation in adapting eye movements for face tasks versus
other tasks in the presence of a simulated scotoma. However, an
alternative explanation is that the dissociation may be related to
the relative size of the scotoma compared with the stimuli rather
than the type of task itself. For the object-following and search
tasks, the scotoma completely covered the objects in the scene.
However, for the faces task, the scotoma only covered part of the
face. As a result, an alternative explanation may be that the learn-
ing of compensatory eye movements might be faster and easier
when the scotoma covers the entire stimulus (object following
and search) than when it covers a smaller part of the stimulus
(faces). We assessed whether the size of the face stimulus played a
role in the inability of observers to change their initial eye move-
ments and keep directing their fovea toward their initial preferred
point of fixation.

In Experiment 3, we repeated a short version of the free eye-
movement condition from Experiment 1 with faces that are half
the size (scotoma present vs scotoma absent) and six new observ-
ers. In the absence of the scotoma, initial fixations into the face
where directed to a similar relative location (just below the eyes)
within the face as with the larger faces (see also, Peterson and
Eckstein, 2013a). We did not observe a significant difference in
the initial point of fixation to faces with the inclusion of a sco-
toma (scotoma-absent vs scotoma-present, t(5)  2.09, p  0.09,
two-tailed for the vertical spatial position; Fig. 9a; and t(5) 
1.027, p  0.352, two-tailed for the horizontal position) after 750
trials. Figure 9b also shows this in the form of a strong correlation
(r 2  0.82) in the vertical fixation position between the scotoma-
absent and scotoma-present conditions. The correlation for the
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horizontal position (r 2  0.35) was less strong. The initial fixa-
tion position still remained clustered around the eye region of the
face, which is seen in example blocks in Figure 9c for each ob-
server. In addition, the average number of saccades that landed
inside the face region (the area not covered by the mask) was not
significantly different between the scotoma-absent and scotoma-
present conditions (t(5)  0.879, p  0.42). The initial fixation
position remained unchanged despite a large change in perfor-
mance between the scotoma-absent and scotoma-present condi-
tions (t(5)  11.82, p  7.68e-5), which is seen in Figure 9d. These

results suggest that the size of the scotoma relative to the stimulus
cannot entirely account for the dissociation in compensatory eye
movements measured in Experiments 1 and 2 for faces versus
other tasks.

Discussion
There has been recent interest in how humans change their
oculomotor plans in response to changes in front-end sensory
processing due to retinal diseases such as macular degeneration
(Crossland et al., 2005; Kwon et al., 2013; Walsh and Liu, 2014;

Figure 8. a, b, Visual field plots for the object-following and face identification tasks are shown. The plots represent the density of retinal locations used to view an object relative to a preferred
viewing point that was found from a control scotoma-absent condition. The gray spot in the center of each retinal field represents the size and location of the scotoma on the retina. c, A correlation
plot of observers’ preferred vertical fixation positions relative to a fixed reference point for the object-following and face tasks in the scotoma-absent vs scotoma-present conditions is shown. The
fixed reference point for the face task is the position of the eyes, while for the object-following task the reference is the center of the object. d, The progression of the distance to the preferred point
of fixation across blocks in all tasks is shown. The preferred point is taken from an average of the scotoma-absent blocks (not shaded in gray) for the object-following and face tasks. For the search
subtask, the preferred point is taken as the center of the target object in target-present trials. The distance is found by taking an average of the distances of all fixation points in a trial to the center
of the target object. Fixations that are outliers (defined as those in the top 10% of the distance distribution) are taken out. e, f, Changes in the number of saccades and reaction time used for the search
task across blocks for correctly answered trials (both target present and target absent) is shown. Both metrics rise with the introduction of a scotoma and then fall back to being statistically
indistinguishable from nonscotoma blocks.
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Janssen and Verghese, 2015). For simple tasks, there is ample
evidence that patients experiencing central vision loss as well as
observers with a simulated scotoma compensate their eye move-
ments and develop a PRL to sample visual information. Here, we
asked whether the learned oculomotor compensations might
generalize to more complex perceptual tasks where the central
scotoma does not occupy the entire visual stimulus. We chose
face identification as one such task because of its ecological im-
portance and focused on the initial fixation, which has been
shown to be critical and sufficient to achieve close to 90% of
asymptotic identification performance (Hsiao and Cottrell, 2008;
Or et al., 2015).

Specific areas of the face differ in importance based on the
information that needs to be gained for a specific task (i.e., gender
discrimination vs identity; Schyns et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2005).
For identification, the eyes are the most informative, followed by
the nose and mouth (Peterson and Eckstein, 2012). However, the
first saccade is driven to a position slightly below the eyes that
optimizes perceptual performance by gathering information
from several informative regions at once (Peterson and Eckstein,
2012). Although the information obtained from each region is
somewhat degraded when fixating just below the eyes relative to
foveating the regions individually, it allows an observer to maxi-
mize the joint acquisition of information across multiple features

Figure 9. a, The progression of average vertical fixation locations for the face identification task with small faces is shown. The scotoma is present in the shaded regions of the plot. b, The high
correlation in vertical distance of degrees below the eyes between the scotoma-absent condition and the scotoma-present condition is shown. c, e, Individual initial fixations for each observer are
shown along with a block average (red) for the last block of the scotoma-absent condition and last block of the scotoma-present condition. The fixations for each observer represent a unimodal
distribution rather than a bimodal one in both the scotoma-absent and scotoma-present conditions. Here, the pixel average of the 10 faces that were used in the experiment is used as the face in the
background. d, A comparison of average performance during scotoma-absent and scotoma-present conditions is shown. Performance in the scotoma-present condition is significantly worse. Obs,
Observer.
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of a face in a single fixation and is predicted by an optimal Bayes-
ian observer constrained by a model of a foveated visual system.
However, when the fovea was unavailable due to a visual impair-
ment, the optimal strategy was not known.

We proposed a new theoretical model that takes into account
the foveated nature of the visual system, the scotoma, and opti-
mal decisions (S-FIO) to make novel predictions about the the-
oretical optimal point of fixation to faces for a human with
central visual loss. In the presence of a simulated central scotoma,
the new theoretical optimal point shifted from just below the eyes
to one that is at the tip of the nose and to another that is at the top
of the forehead. The fixation at the tip of the nose might seem
surprising given that a lower density of retinal ganglion cells in
the human upper visual field (Curcio et al., 1990) is often associ-
ated with a larger frequency of upward-directed saccades for
visual search tasks (Najemnik and Geisler, 2009). The FIO incor-
porates an asymmetry in sensitivity with a steeper roll-off, with
eccentricity at the upper visual field. Yet, the FIO optimal points
of fixation are driven by the distribution of information in the
faces, and fixating the lower tip of the nose places the scotoma
lower in the face, uncovering the highly informative eyes.

Our experimental results confirmed that the model correctly
predicts the human fixation points that maximized identification
accuracy in the presence of a simulated scotoma. Face identifica-
tion was improved by fixating, covering, and sacrificing the in-
formation at the nose region with the scotoma, while uncovering
the highly informative eye region as well as the mouth. However,
we found that even when the optimal point of fixation shifted,
initial human saccades to faces did not vary significantly after
5000 trials with the simulated scotoma as well as experience in
fixating at different points on the faces.

These results are in stark contrast with previous studies, which
showed compensatory eye movements with simulated scotomas
for tasks such as object following (Kwon et al., 2013), visual
search (Walsh and Liu, 2014), and object comparison (Janssen
and Verghese, 2015). However, the details of the implementation
of the simulated scotoma differed between the current study and
the previous study by Kwon et al. (2013). This might account for
the dissociation of results between the face identification task
and the previously studied object-following task. As a result, we
conducted a second experiment in which we further evaluated
whether we would observe a generalization of oculomotor learn-
ing across different perceptual tasks (face identification, object
following, and search) using the same invisible simulated sco-
toma. Our results showed a dissociation between the eye move-
ments for the face task and the object-following and search tasks.
The development of the PRL was less strong and less focused than
in the (Kwon et al., 2013) study. There are various possible
reasons for this difference. It may be due to the nature of the
simulated scotoma. Learning in the study by Kwon et al. (2013)
initially consisted of a simulated scotoma with a sharp visible
boundary, while in our study it was blurred into the surroundings
(a gradient rather than clear borders). The initial training with
the visible scotoma might have allowed for a clearer generaliza-
tion of a PRL for the invisible scotoma conditions. Another pos-
sible reason for the weaker PRL development in our study could
also be the fact that we interleaved the object-following task with
the face identification task, which may have diminished the ocu-
lomotor compensation. Aside from these differences across stud-
ies, our results showed a strong dissociation in oculomotor
compensation in initial eye movements across perceptual tasks.

One interpretation of the lack of oculomotor learning with the
faces (Experiments 1 and 2) relates to their larger size, which,

unlike the stimuli in the object-following and search tasks, are not
entirely covered by the simulated scotoma. In this view, the lack
of learning with faces is not related to some domain-specific ef-
fect but to the brain having more difficulty in learning to com-
pensate eye movements when the scotoma does not entirely cover
the visual stimuli. Experiment 3 showed some evidence against
this interpretation. Even when reducing the size of the faces so
that the scotoma entirely covered the face, most observers still
programmed their first eye movement toward the inner features
of the face. Even though Experiment 3 consisted of fewer blocks
of trials than Experiments 1 and 2, the number of trials used were
sufficient for observers to change their eye movement strategies
for the visual search and object-following tasks (Experiment 2).

Another interpretation of the dissociation in our results may
be that compensatory oculomotor commands are not coded in a
central brain area (e.g., within the brainstem), where they would
be applied to different perceptual tasks. For example, there is evi-
dence that the superior colliculus, a brainstem structure known to be
critical for saccade programming, is involved in motor learning and
sends signals that determine the direction of adaptive changes in
saccade endpoints (Kaku et al., 2009). Instead, our results could
suggest task and/or stimuli specificity in the learning of eye move-
ments to compensate for central visual loss.

Face processing has its own dedicated system in the brain
(Kanwisher et al., 1997). Face recognition is a highly practiced
task for which humans develop fixation strategies that remain
very consistent across time (Peterson and Eckstein, 2013b; Me-
houdar et al., 2014) and show a consistent optimality and rigidity
(Peterson and Eckstein, 2013b, 2014) that is rarely present in
simpler artificial laboratory tasks (Verghese, 2012; Ackermann
and Landy, 2013; Eckstein et al., 2015). The frequently used fix-
ation strategy with faces might give rise to special fixation-specific
representations in face-related brain areas. Recent studies using
fMRI physiology (de Haas et al., 2016) and single-cell recordings
in monkeys (Issa and DiCarlo, 2012) have shown higher neuronal
activation in face-related areas when the features of the face are
presented at their most frequent locations relative to the fixation
point. A possible interpretation is that information about where
to fixate faces may be represented in domain-specific areas. Such
information might then be relayed to the superior colliculus,
which has some selectivity for faces (Davies-Thompson and An-
drews, 2012). In such a neural architecture, learning new eye
movements to faces might require changes in the properties of
fixation-specific neurons in face-selective areas, while a sole change
in a more domain-general visuo-motor area such as the superior
colliculus would not suffice.

Finally, some caution should be taken in the implications of
our results for patients with age-related macular degeneration
(AMD). The findings should not be interpreted as necessarily
suggesting that patients will not adapt their initial eye movement
strategy to faces. Although our observers completed 5000 trials
that spanned 3 weeks, they experienced two daily hours of the
simulated scotoma. AMD patients’ constant experience with the
scotoma might result in faster learning. Our findings do suggest
that more complex and highly practiced tasks such as face recog-
nition might have a different time course of oculomotor learning
with respect to simpler tasks. For face identification, special train-
ing protocols may be necessary to train patients to overcome
some of the limitations of their impairment by learning new eye
movement strategies that improve the efficiency of sampling vi-
sual information from their environment.
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